
ARITHMETICAL COMPOSITION AND INVERSION
OF FUNCTIONS OVER CLASSES*

BY

E. T. BELL

I.  OVOIDS AND OVA

1. If one or more of the postulates of a field be modified (§13), contra-

dicted (§12), or suppressed (§5), and if the altered set of postulates be self-

consistent, the set defines what we shall call a variety, which is abstract or

special according as the marks in the postulates are arbitrary to the extent

permitted by the postulates, or have specific interpretations (§64). A special

variety is an instance of the abstract variety from which it is obtained by

specific interpretation, and the existence of an abstract variety is said to be

demonstrated by exhibiting an instance.

2. The varieties in the present theory are among the most rudimentary

possible; I have called them ovoids and ova. For certain of the classic postu-

late systems of a field the complete sets of conceivable varieties (obtained

from the truth tables of the systems) exist; for others, not all varieties exist.

For the moment it is sufficient to observe that a ring, not necessarily com-

mutative, is an instance of the ovoids and ova defined presently. Hence all

exist. On the other hand, none of these varieties is an instance of a ring, ray,

or module, commutative or not, and hence all would appear to be new. They

were not constructed ad hoc, but arose by necessity in the general algebra of

numerical functions, of which they are the simple, abstract structure. It is

noteworthy that a comprehensive theory, among whose instances are several

extensive theories of numerical functions, many of which have themselves a

high degree of generality, should be comprised in such narrow compass.

The principal definitions and postulates are in §§3-6, 9, 15-21, 33, 42, 44,

45, 58, 60, and the main conclusions in §§31, 34-41, 47-50, 56-60, 61-64. The
purpose of the theory is indicated in §§7, 23, 34, 42.

3. The notation K |x, y, • • • shall signify that the class K, different from

the null class, contains the elements x, y, ■ • ■ . To avoid separation into cases

it is not assumed, unless so stated ( as in §§15, 16), that the elements of a

class are all distinct. Hence, unless the elements are stated to be all distinct

and finite in number, K will contain any finite number of elements.

* Presented to the Society, September 11, 1931; received by the editors May 4, 1931.
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A class will be called countable if it contains either only a finite number or a

denumerable infinity of distinct elements.

4. Abstract equality, indicated by =, has its usual significance as a re-

flexive, symmetric, transitive relation, with the postulate (or theorem, as the

case may be in a given context) that, if K |x, y, where K is any non-null class,

and if x = y, then either of x, y may replace the other in any relation con-

cerning x or y or both. The relation ~ of §21 is an instance of =, and is such,

not by postulation, but by proof. All classes in the sequel are postulated to

be such that equality is significant for the elements of any given class. The

sign . d . of implication will be used where convenient.

5. Capital Greek letters shall denote operations. K is any non-null class,

t is an arbitrary constant integer >0.

A capital Latin superscript Ot, Ct, Pt, 0, C, P, B, A, D, ■ ■ ■ , as in $BüT,

connotes a property of <£ with respect to some (or all) one-row matrices whose

elements are in K, and a formula (or compound symbol) of the type $/l- • IrK,

where I\, • • • , Ir denote properties, is an assertion. The like applies later

to matrices of any numbers of rows and columns. The assertion <P71 " ' ' lrK

is the simultaneous assertion of <J>7'2sT (j = 1, • • • , r). If «ï»71" /r2sT, we call K a

&-ovoid of character Ix • ■■ Ir- Formal definitions follow.

$>0tK: asserts that the result (xi, • • ■ , x,)* of operating with $ on the

one-row matrix (xi, • • • , x¡) is uniquely known whenever K \xx, • • ■ ,xt and

(xi, • ■ • , X() is given. If i = l, by convention* (x)*=x* = x whenever K \x.

$CtK: asserts <b°'K and K \(x, • ■ ■ , x)* whenever K |xi, • • • , x< and the

matrix (xi, • • • , x¡) is given.

$P<K: asserts that (xi, • • ■ , x*)* is a symmetric function of Xi, • • • , xt

whenever &°'K and (xi, • ■ • , x<)* is defined.

<£°2v: asserts &°'K for all finite integers t>0;

QCK: asserts $CtK for all finite integers i>0;

<£p2v: asserts $PtK for all finite integers i>0;

$BK : asserts $CK and that

(Xi, • • • , Xr, Xr+i)* =  ((Xi, ■ • • , Xr)*, Xr+i)*

for all integers r>0, whenever Xi, • • • , xr, xr+i are in K and (xi, • • • , xr,

xr+i)*, (xi, • • • , xr)* are defined. By convention, if <&BK, then (x) =x*=x

whenever K |x. This convention as a separate statement is unnecessary, by

the previous convention, but is included on account of its importance.

* The restriction on * imposed by this convention is only apparent, and is a mere convenience

of notation. The important case where the convention need not hold is provided for in the discussion

of functions in §21, for which a different notation is used.
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$AK: asserts $BK and that

((x, y)*, 2)* = (x, (y, 2)*)*

whenever K \x, y, z and (x, y, z) is given.

(V, $)DK: asserts WK and $BK, and that

((x, y)*, 2)* = ((*, 2)*, (y, 2)*)*

whenever K \x, y, 2 and (x, y, z) is given.

The compound assertion $AK and K \x, ■ ■ ■ will be written $AK |x, • • • ,

and likewise in all similar situations.

6. Several modifications of the preceding definitions lead to effectively the

same conclusions. For example, in defining $BK, it is sufficient to postulate

$°K, or even <&°2K, instead of the much stronger $CK, as the clause following

and implies $CK when $°K. The foregoing however are in their most con-

venient form for our purpose.

If desirable to describe the processes and properties just defined, the fol-

lowing will be adopted : 0, over or open, signifying that closure C of K under

<p is not postulated; C, closed; P, totally permutable, or totally commutative;

P2, commutative; B, binary; A, associative; D, (fS?, ̂-distributive; a suffix t on a

property adds the restriction of order t; if $CK is postulated we say that €> is

on K; if <ï> K, $ is over K.

If (xi, • • • , xr)* is defined, we call it the ^-composite of (xx, • • • , xr), and

say that (xi, • • • , xr)* has been derived from (xi, • • • , xr) by ^-composition;

the ^-components of (xx, • • • , xr)*, in this order, are xi, • • • , xr.

When two operations are connected by a property for whose definition

both are necessary, as in the definition of D, the class K is called an ovum with

respect to the two operations in a prescribed order.*

7. One of the problems with which we shall be concerned can now be

stated. Given ovoids and ova of prescribed characters, to construct from them

further operations and classes of values of functions such that with respect to the

new operations the new classes shall be varieties abstractly identical with those

occurring in the algebra of numerical functions. The sense in which inversion is

used in this theory is explained in §23.

The solution obtained here is extremely general. It includes all known

algebras of numerical functions, unifies them by demonstrating their abstract

identity, exhibits them as simple instances of the abstract theory constructed,

and provides the means for obtaining an indefinite number of further in-

* I introduced the term ovum in a previous paper, American Mathematical Monthly, vol. 37

(1930), p. 400. A note in the same volume, p. 484, may be glanced at in connection with the present

paper. See also §62.
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stances. A point of particular interest is the formal identity of the abstract

theory, for functions of any finite number of general variables, with the clas-

sical algebra of either power series or Dirichlet series of a single numerically

valued variable or with the like for r variables. The principal question pro-

pounded in the second paper cited in the footnote is therefore answered in the

negative, in spite of the very different appearances which particular solutions

present. Further generalizations will be indicated as we proceed, by suggest-

ing weakened hypotheses which lead to similar but more general conclusions.

Whenever, as in parts of §8, an assertion is an immediate consequence of

the definitions or of what has preceded, proof will be omitted without com-

ment. For example, $CK does not imply $>BK, but $BK. 3 .$CK.

8. If ^'i--''K is significant, so also are $IiK(i = l, ■ ■ ■ , r), and

$'i---i'K. 3 .$'*.£(* = 1, • • ■ , r). By this remark the following columns may

be extended. We collect for easy reference the simplest consequences of the

definitions in §5 that will be most frequently used, generally without fur-

ther reference. By $Ji+-■ •+*<■/£; we assert $IlK or &*K, ■ ■ ■ , or $'*K, and the

statement that &K. 3 ,&i+---+ir]¡[ ¡s faise is ine assertion that all of

$'K. 3 .$TiK(i = l, ■ ■ ■ , r) are false.

TRUE FALSE

$>AK. 3 . $BK. &>K. 3 . $A+B+c+pg;

$>BK. 3 . $CK. <i>cK. 3 . ^+b+pK

&K. 3 .&>K. $BK. 3 .$A+PK.

$PK. 3 . QoK. $AK. 3 . $PK, if K contains at

at least 2 distinct elements.

<i>ciK. 3 .&»K. <ï>o<K. d .^c'K(t > 1).

$ptK. 3 . &»K. <iPiK .3.$F<Kit> 1).

^bp,p¡k  D _$apk $0p*p*K. 3 .<&A+PK, if K contains

$PK. 3 .<f>r>K (all j). at least 4 distinct

elements.

We prove c^BP^p¡K. 3 .$APK. It will suffice to prove the A part, as the

rest follows, precisely as may be proved in a field, from $BAP*K. 3 .<&PK.

Let $# | (x, y, zf. Then

<S>BK. 3 .(x, y, z)* = ((x, y)*, 2)*;

$BP>K. 3 .(x, y, z)* = (y, z, x)* = ((y, 2)*, x)*;

<i>BP*K. 3 .(iy, 2)*, x)* = (x, (y, 2)*)*.

Hence
$bpiP*K I (x, y, 2)*. 3 . Hx, y)*, 2)* = (x, (y, 2)*)*,

which completes the proof.
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A useful property implied by $AK is the following. If

$AK | xi, • • • , xr, yx, ■ ■ ■ , y„ ■ ■ ■ , zx, ■ ■ ■ , z,

then

((xi, • ■ • , xr)*, (yi, ■ • • , y.)*, ■ ■ ■ , (zi, • • • , z,)*)*

= (xi, ■ ■ ■, xr, yx, ■ ■ ■, y„ ■ • ■, Zx, ■ ■ ■ , Z,)*.

If $AK \x, we shall write (x, • ■ ■ , x)* =xr* (precisely r x's in first). Hence

$AK I X. 3 . (xr*, X'*)* = x(r+s)*.

9. Of the many possible kinds of fir, <ï>)-ova, defined by D and specific

properties of SF, <P, from which we may construct compositions of functions,

we shall consider only one. If

(¥, $)DK, and *CAPK, and $CAPK,

we shall call K a double (>I>, 3>)-ovum, and write ($?, $)CAPDK. By §8 this

definition contains several redundancies. But as it is in the form most often

applied, we shall not restate the hypotheses on ^, d> in terms of their weakest

equivalents.

If K is a double (ty, i>)-ovum, and if K |x, y, z, then K contains all of the

following, which are equal :

((*, y)*, z)*, ((x, z)*, (y, z)*)*,

and the elements obtained from these by interchanging the symbols within

( ) , ( )   respectively in all possible ways.

10. A commutative ring is an instance of a double (^, <i>)-ovum, but not

conversely, as ST/ is not assumed to have an inverse, and neither ^ nor <ï> is

postulated to have a modulus. For the same reason a double (^, <E>)-ovum is

not a commutative group with respect to either ^ or i>, nor is it a ^ or <i>

commutative semigroup, since there is no postulate of cancellation.

The following device is useful in supplying details of proofs in complicated

situations concerning double ova. By what has just been remarked, if K is a

double (^, <p)-ovum, (ty, <£) may be replaced by the ( +, X) of a commutative

ring, provided that neither the existence of an inverse to ^ nor that of modu-

luses with respect to either ^ or <f> be assumed.

A similar device, with the obvious greater restrictions necessary, applies,

to ovoids of prescribed characters, say A, P, CP, AP, compared with modules,

rings, rays, groups and semigroups. By the indicated changes of notation,

classical proofs can be transferred directly to ovoids and ova, and there is no

need to reproduce them, after having verified that the above proviso, or the

necessary equivalent for a particular character, is not violated.
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11. Applying §10, we readily see the following, which will be required

later. Let K be a double (iF, i»)-ovum, and let K contain all of

a\x, • • ■ , a\r] b/tx, ' ■ • , bp.s; • • • ', c,x, ■ ■ • , c,t

(X = 1, • ■ • , 0 J (m = 1, ■ • • , m) ; ■ ■ ■ ; (v = 1, • • • , n).

Then the ^-composite

[f (an, ■ ■ ■ , air)*, ■ • • , (an, •    •, a¡r)*}*,

{(bxx, • ■ ■ ,bu); ■ ■ ■ , (bmi, ■ ■ ■ ,&».)•}*,

{(«II,-   •   •   ,«»)*,  •  •   -,   («»1,   '   •   ■   ,Cnt)*}*]*

is equal to the ^-composite of the Im ■ ■ ■ « ^-composites

(flxi, • • • , a\r, bpx, • ■ • , bfu, ■ ■ ■ , Cyx, • • • , c,t)*

(X = 1, • • • , l;p = 1, ■ • • ,m; ■ ■ ■ ; v = 1, • • • , «).

12. The distinction between suppressing a postulate and contradicting it

leads to the consideration of disjunctive varieties. Let 2?' denote the negation

of the property 2?; for example, A'& non-associative. Let 2?, Q, ■ ■ ■ be any

properties significant for $> when 4?°2v. Then if at least one but not all of

2?', Q, ■ ■ ■ is a negation, and <&R'Q"K, we call K a $-ovoid of disjunctive

character R'Q • ■ ■ . The extension to more than one operation is obvious and

need not be formally stated.

There are at least 32 disjunctive ovoids in the literature of postulate sys-

tems for groups and fields, and many more exist. These will be referred to in

§64. For some of the classical postulate systems for a field, the complete sets

of disjunctive ovoids characterized by the truth tables of the systems exist;

for others of these systems there is only partial existence.

From an ovoid with a given disjunctive character, a theory parallel to

that developed in the sequel can be constructed. According to the specific

characters, these theories will be either more or less general than that con-

structed here, which is based on ovoids and double ova; none of the possible

theories has precisely the same degree of generality as this one. I have worked

out several, but a complete discussion is beyond any reasonable limits of a

single paper.

13. The sense in which a postulate is modified, as stated in §1, is as fol-

lows. If a postulate is a compound assertion, the compound is to be replaced

by the simple predications of which it is composed. For example, "addition

has a unique modulus," is to be replaced by "addition has a modulus" and

"the modulus is unique." When so decomposed, the postulates are then to be
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contradicted or suppressed in all possible ways. There thus appear to be not

more than 212 — 1 conceivable varieties, of which all but a possible maximum

of 1152 are non-existent.*

Some of the less well known extant varieties, for example an ovoid with

character A 'C, give rise to striking algebras of numerical functions.

The theory based on ovoids and double ova outlined here is closer than

any of the others to the algebra of numerical functions in rational arithmetic.

As it includes all of the known algebras of numerical functions and produces

an infinity more, it is sufficient for the present.

IL   ß-NUMBERS AND FUNCTIONS

14. As the ß-numbers now introduced are a new species of number, and

as they are basic for the sequel, we shall describe their nature in detail. It is

to be noticed that as first defined in §15, the only property of ß assumed is

that its component operations shall be respectively over r arbitrary classes

according to the general definition of $°K in §5. If the operations be spe-

cialized by the imposition of further properties, so that the elements of the

ß-number are restricted to be in varieties of prescribed characters, for ex-

ample, if the elements are positive rational integers, we obtain the numbers

necessary for composition over varieties having determinate characters. Thus

the procedure to be followed in constructing any of the possible theories men-

tioned in §§7, 12, 13 will be evident from the present ones, which have the

common character A. The numbers defined in §15 are generalized in §§50,

52, 53, 58.
15. An 0,-number Z of order r, degree h, and index (r, h) is a matrix of r

rows and h columns, whose rh elements belong to any r countable classes

Kx, • • • , Kr, of the following kind : the h elements in the jth row of Z be-

long to Kj, and it is postulated that there exist r operations Q, such that

QfKM-l, •• -,r).
The ß from which the numbers take their name is the one-column matrix

Qi

0 =      •      ,

Sir

interpreted as an operation óVer the class / of ß-numbers of order r. The

result Z" of operating with ß on Z is defined to be the one-column matrix of

r rows in which the element in the jth row is the ß,-composite (§6) of the h

* For these calculations I am indebted to Mr. C. R. Worth, whose investigation, when complete,

will exhibit the totality of varieties that exist. See also §64.
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elements in the/th row of Z(j = 1, • - - , r). Thus, if Z is defined by the first of

the following matrices, the second defines Zn :

Zll,  •  •  ■ , Zxh

Zrli  '  '  '  y Zrh

(Zll, • •  • , 21a)"1

(ZrX,  ■   ■   ■   , Zrh)ar

If, as above, / denotes the class of all ß-numbers, and if Q is a character

such that O/^O'-l, ■ • • ,r), then Q9J.
Since ß-numbers of index (r, h) are matrices of r rows and h columns,

equal and distinct ß-numbers of index (r, h) are automatically defined, and

similarly for the ^-decompositions introduced in a moment.

If each of ß,(j = 1, ■ ■ ■ , r) has the character QR ■ ■ ■ S, so that

n/2R---sKj (j =!,-■■, r),

we say that Í2 has the character QR ■■ ■ S, with respect to (Kly • • • , Kr) if

necessary. The only character of Í2 so far is 0.

With the notation as above for Z, Zn, let Q, now have the character C (§5).

Then Z" is an ß-number, say

Z« =

zx

z.

K,\s, O'-i, •••,')•

If, conversely, ñ has the character C, and if an Q-number X of index (r, 1)

be given, say

X =

Xi

üfKj | x;- (7 - 1» • • • , r),

and if further there exists an fi-number X(^) of index (r, A),

X(h) =

Xll,   "  "  "  j   Xrh

Xrl,  "  '  *  ,   Xrh

,   QfKj \xjí   (j = 1, • • • , r; i = 1, • • • , A),

such that X(h,a = X, we call X<a) an ^.-decomposition of ¿«¿ex (r, A) of X.

The class of all distinct Q-decompositions of index (r, h) of X is called the

total ^-decomposition of index (r, h) of X. Since the order r will be fixed in a

given context unless otherwise noted (§59), we may refer only to the degree h,

and speak of total ^-decompositions of degree h. These definitions have con-
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tent if and only if ß has the character C. The possible generalization where C

is not postulated for ß is not considered in this paper; it presents no difficulty.

Since A . 3 . C, the definitions are significant if ß has the character A.

16. We shall assume henceforth the following

Postulate. The total ß-decomposition of index (r, h) of an ß-number of

index (r, 1) contains only a finite number of elements (distinct ß-decomposi-

tions of index (r, h)).

It is on account of this postulate that the present theory is said to be

arithmetical. The reasons for our assumption will appear as we proceed. In

composition of functions over classes, ß-decompositions of degree h play a

part abstractly identical with that of the resolution in all distinct ways (order

relevant) of a positive integer into a product of h positive integers. For this

isomorphism to have a meaning, the postulate is necessary.*

17. Returning to §15, we define (Kx, ■ ■ ■ , KT) = (Kr), r superscript, to be

the class of all one-row matrices (21, ■ • • , 2r) generated as z< ranges over all

elements of Ki(i<-=1, - • • , r). If z{ is a particular element of Ki, and z¿ a

variable element of K¿j = l, ■ • • ,r), we call (zi , • • • , 2/) a value of the

matric variable (zi, • • • , zr) of order r over (Kr). Thus (Kr) is the class of all

values of the matric variable (zi, • • • , zr).

When, as in §15, Q?Ki(i = l, ■ ■ • , r), we shall writet (ti°Kr). Similarly,

if QiQKi(i = l, ■ ■ ■ , r), we write (QPK*), and, if necessary to emphasize the

character Q, we shall refer to QQ-numbers and QQ-decompositions.

If for the moment L denotes the class of all matric variables of order r,

and Q is any character, then

(WKT). 3 .OQZ,.

18. The notation being as in §15, we write for the moment

(Xl,-,  ■   •   -  ,   Xr¡)   =  Xi (j -   1, •  •  •  ,  Ä).

The one-row matrix (XI, ■ ■ ■ ,Xh), whose h elements are the one-row

matrices Xx, • • • , Xi in this order, namely the transposes of the columns

of Z(A) in their order from left to right, is called the transfer of the ß-number

X(h) of index (r, h). If h = l, transfer and transpose coincide; if h>l, there is

no correspondent of the transfer in the classical algebra of matrices.

* If the postulate is not assumed, the corresponding theory applies to the field of all algebraic

numbers, among others, but appears to be of only artificial interest.

f By §5, it would be meaningless to write SI (Kr), as ß has not been defined as an operation

over elements of (Kr), but as an operation on S2-numbers. An operation Í2' is defined in §41 such

that a'°(Kr). When and only when r= 1, Q'°(K') and (ß°K') have the same content.
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The transfer of the Xr in §15 is the matric variable (xi, • ■ • , xr).

The relation of transference is reciprocal in the sense of the following defi-

nition. We say that, conversely, X^ as in §15 is the transfer of (XI, • • •, Xi ).

Hence X as in §15 is the transfer of (xi, • • • , xr).

19. The following definitions are fundamental in the theory of composi-

tion. In the notation of §18, (XI, • ■ ■ , Xi) is called an ^.-decomposition of

index (r, h) of the matric variable (xx, ■ ■ ■ ,xr).

The total ^.-decomposition of index (r, h) of the matric variable (xi, ■ • • , xr)

is the class whose elements are the transfers of the elements in the total

ß-decomposition of index (r, h) of the transfer of (xi, • • • , xr).

20. The conjoint* \\X, ■ ■ ■ , Z\\ of any number of ß-numbers X, ■ ■ ■ , Z

of the same degree r,

Xxi, , Xia

Xrl, ,  Xr,

,■■■ ,Zs

Zll, •  • • , Zic

Zrl, '  '  '  , Zrc

in the order X, • • • , Z, is the ß-number W, where

W =

Xll,  ■   •   •   ,  Xla,   •   •   •   , Zll,  -   -   '   , Zlc

Xrl, ,  Zrl,  •  ■  •

If X', ■ ■ ■ , Z',W' are the transfers of X, ■ ■ ■ , Z, W above, the conjoint

(X', • ■ • , Z') of X', ■ ■ ■ , Z', in this order, is W.

From the last of §8 it follows that if (Q,AKr), and IF = ||X, • • • , Z||, where

X, ■ ■ ■ , Z are Qx-numbers, then

W* = \\X, ■ ■ • ,Z||o = \\X*,- ■ ■ ,Z°||a,

and Wa is of degree 1. If (£lAKT) be weakened to (tiBKr), or modified to

(QA'BK), A' as in §12, the above equality can not be asserted.

The following obvious remarks are frequently useful. They will be applied

where necessary without further reference. If (fl Kr), and if Zi, • • ■ , Zh are

the ß-numbers of degree 1 formed from the columns of the ß-number Z of de-

gree h in the order in which they occur from left to right, Z = ||Zi, • • • , Z*||.

Conversely, if Z is of degree h, and this equality is given, Z¡ is the ß-number

of degree 1 formed from the ¿th column of Z(i = l, • • • , h). Again, if

X, ■ ■ ■ , Z are any ßQ-numbers, where Q is either of P, AP2, then

||X, • ■ ■ , Z||Q is a symmetric function of X, ■ ■ • , Z.

* The first instances of conjunction were given in earlier papers, these Transactions, vol. 22

(1921), p. 1.
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21. Composition as required for the purpose outlined in §7 is concerned

with functions of matric variables. We next define such functions and the

relation of equivalence for certain classes of their values.

If whenever the mark £ and a value (zx, - - - , zi) of the matric variable

(zi, ■ ■ ■ , zr) over (Kr), as defined in §17, are assigned, there is a unique de-

termination £(zi, • ■ • , z/) of the mark £(zi, • • ■ , zr), we call £(zi', • • • ,zi)

a.valueoi the ¡¡-function %(zx, ■ • ■ , zT) of the argument (zx, ■ ■ ■ , zr), or briefly,

we say that £(zi, ■ • • , z,) is a function of (zx, • • • , zr).

Three classes, F(Kr), Fr(Kr), Fr will be required.

F(Kr)= the class of all functions of the argument (zx, • • • , zr).

Fr(Kr) = the class of all values of all the functions in F(Kr) generated as

(zi, • • • , zr) ranges over all its values.

£ = the class of all values of £(zi, • • • , zr) in Fr(Kr).

Fr=the class of all such classes £.

The notation F(Kr), Fr(Kr), Fr is henceforth fixed.

If Fr |£, T, we say that £, £" are equivalent, £~f, if and only if £(zi, • • • , zr)

= f (zi, ■ • • , zr) for all values of (zi, • • • , zr). It is obvious that equivalence

is an instance of abstract equality as defined in §4. Hence we may replace

£~f by the usual notation £ = f, bearing in mind, however, that £ = f is not

equality of classes in the sense of mathematical logic. Equivalence implies

equality as in mathematical logic, but not conversely.

22. Given now that an operation A is over F(Kr), we shall define A Fr. "Let

AOF(K') | £(zi, • • • , zr), li(Zi, ■ ■ ■ , zr) (i - 1, • • • , s),

£(Zl, • •  •  , Zr)   =   (€l(«l, • •  • , Zr),  ■  ■  ■ , £.(Zl, ' ' ' j Zr))A-

As (zi, ■ ■ ■ , zr) ranges over all its values, the left of the preceding equation

generates £, and the right generates the class of all values of the A-composite

of (£i(zi, • • • , zr), • • • , ^a(zx, • • • , zr)); this class will be denoted by

(¿i» • ■ ■ * ís)A- Evidently we have

í~tti, ••-,?.)A;

and therefore by §21,

£ = (?i, •   • , S.)A; Fr\ {„ • • • , ?.. 3 -Fr\ (fc, • ■ • , £,)A.

From the second of these we may assert A F, where A as an operation over

elements of Fr has the meaning just defined for the first. This defines the

A-composite (£i, • • • , £„)A.

23. The nature of the first stage of the theory of composition and inver-

sion for functions of ß-numbers can now be briefly indicated. The theory is

extended in §50.
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Given that there exist certain operations under which the class Fr(Kr),

as in §21, is a variety of a prescribed character (§§5, 12, 13), and given the

like for F(Kr) (§21), we are to construct from some or all of these data opera-

tions under which Fr is a variety (§§1, 21).

Suppose that in this way we reach @QFr, where Q is a given character.

The problem of inversion then is as follows. Given that ®QFT \a, ß, we are to

construct £ such that 0QFr |£ and either (a, £)e=/3 or (£, af=ß.

In constructing 0 we shall need certain simple properties of total ß-de-

compositions. Here we make a remark which need not be repeated, and which

obviates a possible duplication of proofs in precisely similar situations. Theo-

rems concerning total ß-decompositions of the matric variable (zx, ■ ■ ■ , zr)

over (Kr) can be written down at once by transference from the corresponding

theorems for ß-numbers; see §§18, 19. Again, by transference, any definition

relating to ß-numbers has a unique correspondent for matric variables, and

conversely. Hence the theory may be developed with respect either to ß-num-

bers or matric variables. The latter is the final form desired, as it is in con-

sonance with properties of functions of r independent variables as usually

presented and particularly as customarily written. But when stated in terms

of ß-numbers, the definitions and theorems may be apprehended at a glance,

while the transfers are frequently less obvious in appearance. Accordingly we

shall state the first forms of all definitions and theorems in terms of ß-num-

bers, and later omit such preliminary statements.

24. Let (Q.AKT) (§17). If the tiA-number Z of degree 1 has ß^-decomposi-

tions of degree h>l, the total ß4-decomposition of degree h+s — l, s>0, of

Z, if it exists, may be obtained as follows. Let (§20)

||Zi,-, • ■ ■ , Zk-xí, z»,|| (i = 1, • • •, p)

be all those ß^-decompositions of degree h of Z which are such that the

ß^-numbers Zhi of degree 1 have Q,A-decompositions of degree s. Let the total

ß4-decomposition of degree s of Zm be

Then, the total tiA-decomposition of degree h+s — l of Z, if it exists, is

Zu, • ■ •, zh-uZhiipi, ■ ■ ■ ,Zhupi\\        (pi — l, •••»?»;* = i) ' ' ' > p)-

For, the ß^-numbers just written are all distinct, by the definition of a

total decomposition in §15. The set is exhaustive; otherwise, there would ex-

ist an i such that
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Yo m W, Z = \\X, W\\,   W 9¿Zhi;

which is a contradiction, since the decompositions of degree // are total.

If (tlAKr) be weakened to (SlBKr), the weaker hypothesis is insufficient for

the above conclusion.

25. If the ß^-number Z has ß^-decompositions of degree h>l, it has

ß^-decompositions of degree t, 0<t<h. This follows from §§8, 20.

26. As in §§24, 25, we may prove the following. Let

|pit, • • • ,Zhi\\ (i = 1, • • ■ , P)

be the total tiA-decomposition of degree h of the ß^-number Z of degree 1,

and let the total QA-decomposition of degree «, of Zji; if it exists, be

\\7 . • -    7l^jtlnty, , ^j\n¡m¡\ (m i = 1, • • • ,tj).

Then, if it exists, the total ßA-decomposition of degree «i+ • • • +nh of Z is

a = i",
7 7

■ , P; m¡ = 1, ■ • • , tj\j = 1, • • • , h).

27. In this and the following sections we introduce certain simple tactical

considerations indispensable for proofs later. Let (Q.APiKr), and refer to §8.

Let ||¿41, • • • , A}\ be any element of the total ß*1 ̂-decomposition S of

degree s of the ßAP2-number Z of degree 1. Then, if precisely s, oí A x, ■ ■ • , As

are each equal to Af(j = l, - • ■ , t), we have Ji+ • • ■ +st = s, and

11-41, • • • , .4S|| contributes to S precisely s\/(sxl ■ ■ ■ stl) elements, obtained

by permuting Ax, • • • , Ae in all possible ways.

If in what precedes (tiAP*Kr) be replaced by either of the weaker hypo-

theses (Q.AKr), (9,P2Kr), the conclusion does not follow.

28. If now 5 contains further elements, let ||jBi, • • ■ , 5,|| be one such, and

proceed in the same way with this to obtain its total contribution to S. Con-

tinue this process till 5 is exhausted (§16), and write all the decompositions

under one another, omitting the || || from ||.4i, • • • , -4,||, and similarly for

the others. In this way we obtain the first of the following arrays or matrices,

Ax,

(28) B

, A, (£i, Ax),

* *

, B, (|i, Bx),

* *

(|s, As)

*

(£., Ba)

*

in which the first row of stars indicates all the distinct permutations of
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Ax, • • • , A., except this one, and similarly for the second row of stars and

Bx, ■ ■ ■ , B,, and so on. The second array is formed from the first by re-

placing any element Hi of the first by (£<, Hi), where £1, • • • , £a are arbitrary

marks. From the construction and the meanings of total decomposition and

(Q,AP*Kr), we have the conclusion next stated.

29. If two columns of the first array in (28) be interchanged, the effect

upon the array is at most a permutation of entire rows.

In the second array (28) permute (£i, •••,£») or, what is equivalent,

perform the same given substitution upon the suffixes 1, • • • , sof £i, • ■ • , £,

in every row of the array. Then, since every permutation of Ax, ■ • ■ , As, of

Bx, •■ ■ , B„ • • • occurs in the first array (28), and since no permutation of

Ax, ■ ■ • , A, is a permutation of Bx, ■ • • , B,, ■ ■ ■ , and similarly for all, we

have the second conclusion, stated next.

30. The effect of a permutation of £i, • • • , £, in the second array (28) is

equivalent to at most a permutation of entire columns of the array followed

by a permutation of entire rows.

From this we have the third conclusion, which is the particular one re-

quired in composition of functions over classes.

31. Let (iïAP*Kr), and let the total ß^2-decomposition of degree s of Z be

||Zli; • • • , Zsi||(i' = l, • • • , A).Leta(yi, • • • , ys) be any symmetric function

of the marks yi, • • • , ys. Then a permutation of ¿i, • • • , £» at most permutes

the h functions

o-((Hi,Zu),---, fe.Z.O) (i= 1, ■■■ ,h)

among themselves.

32. In none of what follows is it necessary to postulate that if

(ßA2sTr) |(zi, • • • , zr), then the matric variable (zi, ■ ■ ■ , zr) has ßA-decom-

positions of all finite degrees. To take care of the case where decompositions

of all finite degrees exist (which, incidentally, is that of all extant theories of

numerical functions, except that of Carlitz for finite fields*), we shall state

sufficient definitions and conditions for this to be so.

33. An ß-number U which is such that ||X, U\\a = X for all ß-numbers X,

is called an Q-right modulus of (KT), and (Kr) is said to be Q-right modular

when U exists. Similarly for left, instead of right, from ||<7, X||"=X. If

||X, U\\a = \\U, X||"=X for all ß-numbers X, (Kr) is said to be Ü-modular,

and we write (ß^^). If the modulus U is unique, we write (Q,UlKr).

If (tiAP*Kr) and (KT) is either right or left modular, then (tiAP*MKr).

If (QAKr), and if the ßA-number X has ßA-decompositions of all finite

* L. Carlitz, American Journal of Mathematics, 1931.
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degrees, X is said to be SlA-normal. If all QA-numbers over (Kr) are ß^-normal,

(Kr) is said to be ß^-normal, and we write (Q,ANKr).

Sufficient conditions that (tiANKr) are that (QAKr) and (Kr) have an

ß-right modulus of degree 1. This condition is not necessary.

Apply the remarks in §23 to what precedes.

III. Composition of functions

34. We now construct an operation © as described in §23. Precisely: from

the hypotheses

(Q,AP>»Kr),  $°FriKr), *pFriKr),

in which i>, Sir are arbitrary beyond the properties O, P with respect to Fr(KT)

as indicated, we shall produce an interpretation of the matrix ("F, <É>) as an

operation ® such that @°Fr. For the notation, we refer to §§5, 15, 17, 21, 33,

and for equivalent statements of the hypotheses to the general results in §8.

The whole of §§34-49 is generalized in §§50-59.

Let K, \zs(s = 1, • • • , r), and let the total ßA^-decomposition of degree h

(and necessarily of order 1) of z, be

(i. = 1, ••,#.)•(Z«l»t, -      '  ) Z¡hit)

Write

Z =

Zl

Then the total ß4P2-decomposition of degree h of Z is

*1«U   Zl2.i, ■  • • , ZlMj

Z2Xi„   Z22¡2, •  • • , Züaíj
(i, = -1, • • • ,p,;s = 1, • • • ,r);

Zrlir!    Zr2iT, '   -  ■  , Zrhir

and the total ßAi>2-decomposition of the matric variable (zi, • • • , zr) is

((Zllii,  •  •   •   , ZrXiT), ■  ■  ■ , (zXhix, ■  •  ■ , Zrhir)),

with the same ranges of ix, ■ ■ ■ ,ir. Let

Fr\ft      (t = 1, •■•, A); P =-¿i- --Pr-

Form the p <P-composites, as permitted by the second hypothesis,

(fl(Zlliu ■  ■ •  , ZrXir), ■  ■  ■ ,fr(zXhh, ■  •  ■  , Zrhir))*-
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The third hypothesis implies that if we now form the ^-composite of these

p «^-composites, the result is independent of the order in which the p «^-com-

posites are ^-composed. Hence this ^-composite is uniquely known as an

element of Fr(KT) when 0 = (SF, «ï») and the matrix

(/l(Zl,  •   •   •   , Zr),  •   •   •   ,/*(Zl,   •   •   •  ,  2r))

are assigned, <ï>, ̂ being as in the second and third hypotheses. Hence we have

the situation of §22 with A there replaced by 0, and we may assert © Fr.

If Fr |/i, • • ■ ,fh,we call (fx, ■ ■ ■ , fhf, as just constructed, in accordance

with the general definitions in §§6, 22, the ^-composite of (fx., • • • ,fh), with

respect to (QAPlNKr), if necessary to specify the classes K1} ■ ■ ■ , Kr and the

properties AP2N of the ß-numbers constructed from these classes.

We have not used all the implications of the hypothesis (üAPiirKT) in the

construction of 0. The full restrictions on ß are stated from the beginning, as

they are required for the derivation of properties of 0 when <ï>, ̂ are postu-

lated to have further properties. The restriction N is later removed; the

postulation of N as above ensures the existence of 0-composites of all finite

degrees h.

35. To prove theorems on ©-composition we refer to the definition of

equality (equivalence) in Fr, stated in §21, and proceed as next outlined.

Equality being the only relation which has been defined for elements of

Fr, any theorem concerning ©-composition must be of the type

®Fr\fl,  ■   •■,/», gl,---,gk.  3. (/l,  -   -,/*)e   =   («1,  '••.g*)9

which is trivially true if the matrices (fi, ■ ■ ■ ,fn), (gx, • • • , gk) are equal.

Suppose then that these matrices are unequal. Form the two sets of <I>-com-

posites

(/l(Z)liu  •   •  •   , Zrl,'r),  •   •   •   , fh(Zxhii,  ■   4   ■   , ZrA¿r))*

(i, = 1, • • • ,p,;s - 1, • • • ,r);

(¿?i(wiin, • ■ • , Wrijr), ■ ■ ■ , gk(wxkh, • • • , «Vi/r))*

(j* = l,- ■ ■ ,q°;s = I,- ■ ■ ,r);

the arguments of fx, ■ ■ ■ ,fh being given as in §34 from the total ßAP'-decom-

position of degree h of (zi, • • • , zr), and those of gx, ■ ■ ■ , gk from the total

ßAP>-decomposition of degree k of (zi, • • • , zr). Under the hypothesis

typFr(Kr), which will be assumed in the theorems considered, the respective

^-composites of these sets of ^-composites are significant and the order of

^-compositions is immaterial. They are uniquely known when © and the

matrices

(fx(Zx,  ■  ■  ■  , Zr),  • • • , fh(zx, ■  ■  ■  , ZT)),     (gx(zx, " ' , Zr), ■ • • , gk(zx, ' • ' , Zr))
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are given. If the ^-composites are equal for all values of (zi, ■ • • , zr), the

equality of (fx, - ■ ■ ,fn)S, (gi, ■ ■ ■ , gk)e is proved. The only question re-

quiring attention is the extent to which postulated properties of <£, ̂  carry

over to @.

Detailed manipulative proofs usually involve complicated multiple suf-

fixes. To avoid such unnecessary complications, we developed the prelimina-

ries in detail, so that the properties of ©-composition for <&, ̂ with assigned

properties are immediate consequences of the definitions and §§27-31. If

proofs by manipulation are desired, in order to see more clearly the content

of the theorems, they may be written out in full by the device of §10.

36. If the hypotheses in §34 be replaced by

(ilA™Kr),  $pFT(Kr), trpFriK'),

then epFr.

This follows from §31 applied to the construction of © in §34.

37. If the hypotheses in §34 be replaced by

iW^K'),  ^cpFr(K"), WFriK'),

then ®CPFr.

38. If the hypotheses in §34 be replaced by

i^p^K"),  $cFr(Kr), V0PFT(Kr),

then @cFr.

39. We wish now to impose sufficient properties upon <£, "F in §34 to en-

sure A for @. It is interesting to observe that D as postulated next is neces-

sary. See §9 for the notation.

If the hypotheses in §34 be replaced by

iüAP'NK'),  (¥, $)CAPDFr(Kr),

then ®CAPFr.

By §§8, 9, the second hypothesis may be replaced by

(*, <t>)DFr(Kr), and ^cpFr(Kr), and $CPFr(Kr),

or by

(*, $)DFr(Kr), and VCAP'Fr(Kr), and $CAP>FT(Kr) ;

the conclusion also is equivalent to either of

®CP'P'Fr,   &CAP'Fr.

The theorem follows from §§37,11, but a proof by manipulation will bring
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out more clearly the nature of the conclusion. By §37 it is sufficient to prove

@AF. Let
®FT\ |p, £pVp (vp - 1, • • • , «„);

Ip  =   (ÍP1,   •   •   •   , í,-,)®»    ?  =   («"I,  •   ■  •   , f*)e,

where A is an arbitrary constant integer >0. Although it is sufficient to take

« = 3, we shall not impose this restriction. The desired conclusion of the type

in §8 is here
£ = ((£n, • • • , £m,)e, • • • , (l*i, • • • , We)e

= (£n, • • • , li»!, • • • , Iai, • • - , £/>»Je.

Refer to §26, and indicate the transfers of ß-numbers of degree 1 by

accents; thus Zu is the transfer of Zu, etc., Z' = (zí, • • • , zr) is the transfer

of the Z in §26. We have

Í = (ku ■■■ , £*)8,

and therefore, by §§26, 34,

£(Z') . {(£i(Zi'i), • • ■ , h(Z'hl))*, • • • , (UZL), ■■■, EÄ))*}*.

Similarly, %P(ZP¡ ) is the SP-composite of the tv «^-composites

(ípi(Z piXmp) , '      -  , Çp»r(Zpinpmp)) (mp =   1, • • • , tp) .

On making the indicated substitutions and applying the general theorem of

§11 to our present hypotheses, we see that £(Z') is the ^-composite of the

stxt2 • ■ ■ h «Ê-composites

{£ll(Zi,-imi), •  •  • , |l„,(Zi,„lB11), •  •  •  , £ai(Za,-i«.J, •  • •  , %hnh(Zhinhm¿)\*.

But this is precisely the form of £(Z') that would have been obtained had we

proceeded directly from

(Í11, '  •  •  , £lni, ■  •  • , £*1, • •  • , 6nA)e,

calculated for the same argument Z'. This completes the proof.

40. The chain of theorems in §§34-39 is completed by the production of a

double (^, <$)-ovum (§9). Later (§§60-63) we shall extend the chain, by

postulating appropriate moduluses and inverses, to include rings of composi-

tion. The following theorem can easily be generalized by weakening the

hypotheses, but in the form stated it is closest to extant algebras of numerical

functions and includes them. For the notation F(Kr), see §21.

If the hypotheses in §34 be replaced by

(nAP>NK*),  (*, $)CAPDFr(Kr),  <HAP>F(Kr),

then (¥, ®YAPDFr.
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With what has already been proved it is sufficient to show that

@Fr | |, f, 6. 3 . (|, (f, *)*)<» = ((I, f)e, (|, *)«)»,

under the stated hypotheses.

Let (KT) \z, Xi, y{(i = l, ■ ■ ■ , s), and let the total ßxp»-decomposition of

degree 2 of the matric variable z of order r be (x<, y)(i = 1, • • • , s). The new

detail in the proof enters from the third hypothesis. Attending to the defini-

tion of F(Kr), we have (£(z), (£(z), 0(z))*)8 = the ^-composite of the 5

i>-composites

U(*0, (r(y<), *(*))*}* (»- l. •••,*),

by §34. But this ^-composite is equal to the ^-composite of the two *-com-

posites

{it(xi),t(yi))*,'--,(i:(x.),!;(y.))*}*,

{(£(xi),Ö(yi))*, •■-,(|(x,),0(y.))*}*,

by the second hypothesis. Hence, since («/*)* = w, the foregoing ^-composite

is the ^-composite of the 2s <P-composites

({(*<), ï(y<))*, (*(*<), 0(y,-))* (»' = l, • ■ •, i) •

With a similar reduction of

((*(*), f(z))e, (l(z), ö(z))e)*,

the proof is completed.

41. An immediate extension of §§34-40 to the more general situation in

which the first hypothesis of §34 is replaced by either of

(aAP'Kr),  (nA™'K*),

is now evident. An integer h >0 exists such that there exist ß-numbers having

ß-decompositions of degree h (we may take h = 1 if necessary). For a particu-

lar h let Sh denote the set of all ßAP»-numbers having ßx^-decompositions of

degree h. Replace N in hypothesis 1 by Nh and Kr by Sh, where Nh indicates

that elements of Sh have ßAB«-decompositions of degree h. By the general

property of A in §8, if Sh \Z, then Z has ßxp>-decompositions of degree /,

0 <t è h (§25). Replace Fr(Kr) wherever it occurs in the hypotheses byFh(Sh),

the class of all values of all functions whose arguments range over Sh', replace

F(Kr) by F(Sh), the class of all functions of Z', where Z' is the transfer of the

general element of 5. Replace Fr by F'r, defined for F (Si) precisely as FT was

for F(Kr). Replace P wherever it occurs by Ph, and A, P2 by A », Ph which are

defined as associativity and commutativity for every / elements (0<t^h).
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Finally replace 0 by @A, which is ©-composition defined only for classes of

functions whose arguments are in Sn.

What precedes disposes incidentally of the case where at least one of

Q,iAPîKi(i = l, ■ ■ ■ , r) has elements having no ßiAP2-decomposition of degree

>hi} while Ki for some i contains elements having ß<AP2-decompositions of

degree ht. If Q,iAPiKi(i=jx, ■ ■ ■ ,jP) are all such, and if h is the least integer

such that h^hu(u = l, ■ ■ ■ , p), ©*-composition as above replaces ©-com-

position.

42. The object of §§42-48 is to reduce §§34-41 to abstract identity with

an algebra of numerically valued functions of a single positive integral vari-

able, and to prepare for a complete solution in §§60-63 of the problem of in-

version (§23). The algebra in question is isomorphic with that of the ring

properties of either ordinary Dirichlet series of one variable or ordinary power

series of one variable, up to the proviso noted in §10. As indicated in §40, the

proviso will be removed later. Let

üjCKj\ zh zn, • • ■ , zjh; (zu, ■ • • , zjh)Oi = Zj (j = 1, • ■ ■ , r).

Then, as in §17, (Q,cKr), and by the convention in §5,

Zj«* = Zj,  Zjfii = zu     (j = 1, • • • , r; i = 1, ■ • • , h);

(2CK') |   (Zl,  •   •   •   , Zr),    (Zu,  •   •   •   , Zri) (i  =   1,  •   •   ■   ,   A),

Zu, ■ ■ ■ , zih Zl

Zrl, , Zrh

We now define ß' = (ßi, • • • , ßr) as an operation such that ß' is on (Kr),

namely tl'c(Kr), as follows. By definition we put

((«11, •  • • , Zrl), •  •  • , (Zxh, ■  ■ ■ , Zr*))8' ■  ((Zll, •  ■ • , ZU)Qi, •  • • , (Zrl, • • • , Zrh)0')

the right of which is known. Hence the left is defined and therefore also

ß', ß'0^). We have now

(Oil,   ■   ■   •   , Zrl),  •   •   •   ,   («I»,   •   •   •   , Zr*))8'   =   («I,  ■   ■   •   , Zr),

(Zl,  •   ■   •  , ZrY  =   (Si«!,  ■   •   •  , Zr°r)   =   (Zl,  •   •   ■  , Zr).

Hence (QPK'). o .Ü'c(Kr), and obviously (Q9Kr). = .Q'«(Kr)   (Q=P, A,

AP2).

For simplicity in printing we shall denote matric variables and their values

over (Kr) by small accented Latin letters, with or without suffixes. Thus, if

2<r,|zi(i = l, • • • , r), we write z' = (zi, • • • , zr).
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Let the total ßc-decomposition of degree h of z' (§19) be (zx', ■ ■ ■ , Zn()

(i = l, ■ ■ ■ , t), so that

2' = 2'"'  =   (ZK, •  ■  •  ,Z„>' (i=   1, •  •  •  ,/).

Then, if z' is fixed, the complete solution (x{, • • • , x») of

z'n' = (xi, • ■ • , x'hy

is (x/, • • • , Xh) = (zxi', ■ ■ ■ , Zhl)(i = l, • ■ • , 0-As definitions of the expres-

sions on the right of the following we now put

(xi, ■ ■ ■ , xi) = xi ■ ■ ■ xi,     (x{, ■ ■ ■ , xiY m xi* ■ ■ ■ xi*',

so that z'=xx ■ ■ ■ xi and z'ö' = (x/, • • • , xi)a' are equivalent statements,

and call x{ ■ • • xi the ß''-product of x{, • • • , xi in this order. Neither A

nor P is yet postulated for ß'.

If (UAP*Kr), then Sl'AP*(Kr), and the il'-multiplication just defined for

Xi  • • • xi is both A and P2.

43. Scalar multiplication of ßM-products ewer F(Kr), Fr(K") of §21 is de-

fined to have all the formal properties of scalar multiplication in a linear asso-

ciative algebra. For example, if Fr(Kr) \p, the scalar products px{ •••%{,

xi • • • xip are equal. Addition of scalar products, indicated by +, is com-

mutative and associative, precisely as in a ring, with the omission of the

postulate concerning a modulus and an inverse. Thus the sum of the scalar

productspx{ ■ ■ ■ xi, qyl ■ ■ ■ yi isp'x( ■ ■ ■ xi +qy{ ■ ■ ■ yi ; px[ ■ ■ ■ xi

+ qx{ ■ ■ ■ xi =(p+q)x{ ■■ • xi.

Scalar processes have as yet merely a formal or abstract significance. The

next sections, on scalar functions, relate scalar processes to Fr and ©.

44. It will be sufficient to develop what follows under the hypotheses of

§40, as the discussion under weaker hypotheses is precisely similar with the

obvious modifications necessary on the T-processes next introduced. These

modifications may be inclusively formulated : if ^ has the character Q, then

generators (as defined presently) can be combined only so as to preserve the

character Q for addition ; if i> has the character R, generators can be combined

only so as to preserve the character R for multiplication.

Let z' be an arbitrary element (matric variable of order r) of (Kr). The

generator/,r of/,-, where Fr \f¡, is defined by the following scalar sum of scalar

products:

ff s  r//(z/)z/°' - /i(z/)zi'°' + • • • + /,(zn')zn'«' + • • • ,

where the scalar summation¿^ refers to all z/ such that (KT) \z'. By §16, the

zi are countable, as implied in the above.
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The generators/1", gv are said to be equal, f =g , when and only when

f=g as in §21. Equality of generators is an instance of abstract equality in

§4. If fr=gr, the coefficients of z„'ö'(» = l, • • •) in the two generators are

equal, and conversely.

The class of all generators/1" as/ ranges over all elements of Fr is denoted

byFr'.

45. Under the hypotheses of §40 we next define T-composition so that

TcFr, and show how (fx, ■ ■ ■ ,fh)T may be calculated precisely as is the

general coefficient in the formal multiplication of h Dirichlet series in one

variable.

Let /=(/i, • • • ,/a)6, as in §34. The T-composite (/i, • • • ,/a) of

(/i> • ' ' , /*) is defined to be the generator / . Hence

(/i,---,/A)r=/r= E/te')z'a';    TV!.

Under the stated hypotheses we have also TAPiF'. Further, if 2' denotes

scalar addition in F', defined by

/r + iv - E(/te')«(z'))z'«',
then(2',r)<^™2?r'.

46. For the moment only, let the z' denote integers >0 and ß' a real or

complex variable. Let IT, ^ be as in ordinary analysis. Then

iitE/ite')*'0']- E/(z')z'«',
í-i

where the/,- are any numerical functions, the summations refer to all z', and

f(z') is defined by

(46) /te')-   ¿Zh(x'u) ■ ■ ■ h(xl),

the sum extending to all matrices (xxi, ■ • • , Xa/) of integers Xxi, ■ ■ ■ , xhi

each >0 such that z' =Xxi ■ ■ • xh'. The statement that (46) holds for all in-

tegers z'>0 is written/=/i • • ■ fh, and the indicated (symbolic) multiplica-

tion in/i • ■ ■ fh is associative, commutative and distributive over addition,

f+g, where f+g is defined by the assertion that k =f+g and k(z') =f(z') +g(z')

for all integers z'>0 are identical statements. For references, see §56, foot-

note.

47. Returning to ß-numbers, we have now as the equivalent of §46 the

following abstractly identical situation. Write

Jiff = mZ/ite'K0'] = E/te'K0',
i-x j~X

Ut ¿Zf,W)z'a'] = £[ LA(zh) • ■ -/»te«)]*'0',
1=1
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where the inner ^2 m the last has the following interpretation, which auto-

matically interprets the ll's. For each solution (zx'., ■ • • , zhl) as in §42 of

z' = Xi • ■ • xi as there, we form the <i>-composite (fx(zx), ■ ■ ■ , /*(zj,¿))* and

denote the composite by/i(zn) • ■ ■ fh(zki). The ^-composite

(/l(zil) • • • fh(Zh), ■ • • , fx(zx) ■ ■ ■ fh(Zht))*,

where t is as in §42, is now formed and is denoted by¿2'i=ifi(zu) • ■ ■ fh(zhí).

With these interpretations of multiplication (^-composition) and addition

(^-composition), indicated by the notations customary in a ring or a field,

we have

/(«') = ¿M««) •••/»(**>.
»-1

Hence, up to the proviso noted in §10, there is abstract identity between

T-composition of generators and formal multiplication and addition of

Dirichlet series of one variable.

48. It follows that theorems concerning ©-composition are equivalent to

identities obtained by equating coefficients of z'a' in identities between gen-

erators combined according to T-composition (§45). The processes of T-com-

position can be carried out formally by operating on Dirichlet series as in §46

by addition and multiplication, the final results being reinterpreted in terms

of ©rcomposition for classes of functions of ß-numbers, as in §47.

49. In this section we establish a second isomorphism between ©-com-

position and the processes of Dirichlet' series. It will be shown now that

©-processes are abstractly identical with those originating in identities ob-

tained by addition and multiplication from Dirichlet series in r independent

variables. After the detailed discussion for the case of Dirichlet series in 1

variable, it will be sufficient to present an outline.

For the moment only let ßi, • • • , ßr denote independent real or complex

variables and consider the following product of h r-fold Dirichlet series,

h

X)[ IZfAzli, ■  ■  ■  , Zri)zi,a •  •  • ZTf><],
i=l

where the ¿2 refers to all values of Zi,-, • • • , zr) ranging independently over

all integers >0. On reducing this to the form

fr, m   Y,f(zx, ■■■ , z,)zi°. • ■ • Zr*,

where the left is to be read Tr-generator off, we have

f(zX, ■ ■ ■ , Zr)  =    ¿Zf(Zllh, • • • , Zlki)  ■  ■ ■ f(ZrU„ • • •  , Zrhi),
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where the 23 refers to all matrices

te'lt«,  '       '   , ZsAts) (s = 1, • • • , r)

of integers >0 such that zs = zsi», • ■ ■ z,u,. Compare this with the matrix of

r rows and h columns in §34.

By an obvious reinterpretation of the notation, as in passing from §46 to

§47, we see that the processes of rr-composition of Tr generators, whose for-

mal definition is obvious from what precedes, can be carried out formally by

operating on Dirichlet series of r independent variables by addition and mul-

tiplication, the final results being translated at once into terms of ©-composi-

tion for classes of functions of ß-numbers. Further, TT may replace T in all

conclusions of §§42-48.

The modifications necessary if the hypotheses of §40 are weakened as in

§41 are obvious. The abstract identity with power series follows as in Euler

algebra (see §56) by a reinterpretation of the notation.

50. Returning to §15, we take advantage of the generality of the defini-

tion of ß-numbers to obtain an indefinite number of generalizations, or itera-

tions, of the theory in §§34-49. In §15 replace ß by <ß, where i is a prefix to

distinguish different species of numbers in the sense of §15. The class of all

jß-numbers of given order s¿ will be denoted by <2sT, and we shall write

(TK) = (xK, ■ ■ ■ , TK). If, for example,

,0 , MiKi (j =   1, •  • • , Si),

we have merely repeated the definitions in §15 with r, ß,-, K,- there replaced

by Sj, ¿fl,-, iK, here.

We now postulate iß iK(i = l, ■ • • ,r). This postulate is satisfied, for ex-

ample, by conjunction as previously defined. We then define ß by

O

i0

Beginning with §15, we now replace ß by ß, K¡ by ¡K, ß,- by

,-Q(/ = l, • • • , r), and (KT) by (rK), up to and including §49. In §21 we may

change the notation Fr to rF wherever Fr occurs, and to avoid a possible con-

fusion, transpose all suffixes of elements to prefixes.
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The process just described may be repeated indefinitely. Thus, having

just defined ß-numbers, we may replace ¿ß by ¿ß, iK by ¡K, where the last is

the class of all ¿ß-numbers, and proceed in the same way to define H-numbers

where, for example,

fi =

iQ

Thus we see that the theory of composition up to §49 is indefinitely iter-

able, and that a given iteration includes all those that precede it, but is not

included in any of its predecessors.

51. Each of these iterates in §50 is abstractly identical with the algebra of

Dirichlet series in one or in r variables, and hence also with the like for power

series.

Conversely, it will be seen in §58, footnote, that the algebras of Dirichlet

series and of power series, and the algebras of numerical functions constructed

from them, are instances of the algebra of ©-composition up to §49.

52. There is another generalization, to functions of t(t>l) independent

matric variables over any t classes. We shall merely indicate this, as the de-

tailed development is isomorphic to what precedes and can be obtained by

simple changes of notation, or by a reinterpretation of the notation as it is.

In §50 let Si = r(i = l, ■ ■ ■ , t), and interpret the conjoint ß ,

ßr = ||iQ, - - . ,,Q||,

as an operator on generalized ß-numbers Z , where

Zt = \\XZ, ■ ■ ■ , iZ\\,

and iZ is an <ß-number of index (r, h), by the equation of definition,

Ztot = \\XZ&, ■ ■ ■ , tZ'St\\.

The restatement of the abstract content of §§15-52 in terms of ß-num-

bers is obvious and will be omitted.

53. Finally, there is the formal generalization of all that precedes to num-

bers of infinite order. In §52, / need not be finite. It is assumed in the infinite

case that the processes are significant. If the classes concerned are modular

with respect to the operations, decompositions of infinite degree can also be

considered. For instance, see §58, footnote.

54. The ©-compositions in what precedes are said to be outer composi-

tions, to distinguish them from inner compositions. In outer composition no

law of unique decomposition is postulated, while in inner composition such a
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law, or the abstract equivalent of the fundamental theorem of arithmetic,

enters at some stage.

55. The general theory of composition under the stated hypotheses on

ß, (Kr), Fr(Kr), F(Kr) is contained in what precedes. Instances of the theory

are constructed in accordance with §1 by imposing further postulates on one

or more of the following sets: ^ <ï>, 0; ß, (Kr); F(Kr), Fr(Kr), Fr. For ex-

ample, in the third set of possibilities, only the functions in a given subclass

of F(Kr) may be ©-composed, the subclass being such that it is closed under

©-composition; in the second set, only a subclass of all ß-numbers need be

considered ; in the first set, moduluses and inverses for ^ or $ both may be

postulated. Finally, examples of any instances so constructed are exhibited by

specifying the classes (Kr), Fr(Kr). Thus (Kr) may be the class of all one-row

matrices of r integers >0, and Fr(Kr) the class of all functions of r independ-

ent variables which are uniform and finite for finite integer values > 0 of the

r variables. As the possibilities are obviously unlimited, we shall outline the

development only of that one which includes all types of inner composition,

of which there are several instances in the literature.

56. For simplicity we shall state the requisite definitions and postulates

in forms which are unnecessarily strong. We shall postulate the hypotheses

of §39, and we shall use the accent notation of §42 for ß', %',••• with the

meanings there explained. By transference (§§18, 19), the first hypothesis is

now Q'AP*N(Kr). We postulate further that (Kr) is ß'-modular (§33), with the

unique modulus u'. We postulate also that if/, g are any elements of Fr, then

f(u')=g(u') and/(«') (hence also g(u'), • • ■) is the unique <ï>-modulus for

Fr(Rr).

With respect to (Kr) we now postulate the following: (Kr) contains the

subclasses I(Kr), P(K'); I(Kr) \P(Kr); and I(KT), P(K') are the maximal

classes such that no element of P(Kr) is the ß'-composite of two elements of

P(KT), while each element other than u' of I(Kr) not in P(KT) is, apart from

permutations of the components, the ß'-composite of elements of P(Kr) in

precisely one way. We have therefore postulated outright the law of unique

ß'-decomposition of elements of I(Kr). An element of I(Kr) is called an

ü'-integer, an element of P(Kr) an Q'-prime. Two ß'-integers, neither u',

having u' as their unique common ß'-component, are said to be ti'-coprime.

If in the ß'-decomposition z'=Xi • • • x¿ of the ß'-integer z' into

ß'-primes x{, ■ ■ ■ , xi (see §42), x{ = ■ ■ • =x¿, we write z'=x(h. Hence,

as in rational arithmetic, any ß'-integer w' has a unique ß'-decomposition

Xxhl • • • x'tht, where x{, ■ ■ ■ , x[ are distinct ß'-primes and hi ■ ■ ■ ht5¿0.

By convention, we define x{kl ■ ■ ■ x[kt, where kx= ■ • ■ =kt = 0, to be «'.
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At this stage we may refer to the complete development of the theory of

factorable numerical functions of rational integers in previous publications.*

Proceeding as outlined in §48, we may reinterpret the whole of the papers

referred to in terms of (ß', <ï>)-factorable functions, which are defined as fol-

lows. If f((x', y'T) = (f(x'), /(y'))* whenever x', y' are ß'-coprime, we say

that/is (ß', ^-factorable. In particular, by a mere reinterpretation of a theo-

rem of the previous theory, or independently from the definitions and an

application of §10, we have the following fundamental theorem for (ß', $)-

factorable functions.

Letf, g be (SI', <ï>)-factorable, and let (/, g) =k. Then k is (SI', ̂ -factorable,

and if z' = zxai ■ ■ ■ ziar is the SI'-decomposition of the SI'-integer z' into powers

of distinct SI'-primes z{, ■ • ■ , zi, we have

k(Z')   =   (k(zX'°), ■■-, k(Zr'°'))*.

From the last follows at once for (ß', <ï>)-factorable functions the whole

theory of the Euler product and Euler multiplication, as developed in the

publications cited, and the restatement of the previous theory in terms of the

present can be made without computations by a simple re-reading of the

notation as described in §48. In particular, the whole theory of generators, as

previously developed, comes over unchanged to the present theory, with the

exception (removed later) that reciprocals have (as yet) no existence. Further

development in this direction is a matter of unnecessary detail. To the ra-

tional unit 1 in the generators of the previous theory (the leading term of the

generators there) corresponds here the "^-modulus as above defined.

57. The means for developing the theory of (ß', <F)-factorable functions

have just been indicated. In this section and the next we sketch two methods

for the construction of further compositions from a given one. By §48 we may

state the processes in terms of the generators of Euler algebra (§7 of paper

cited in §56), and obtain the corresponding final results here by re-reading

the conclusions. A generator in Euler algebra is a power series in the inde-

terminate / with leading term 1, in which the coefficients of the several powers

of t are arbitrary one-valued functions of the arbitrary constant rational

prime £ (paper cited, p. 148), say F(t, £)=2]ô°i',/n(£). But this generator

is equivalent in Euler composition to the one-row matrix (/o(£), • • ■ ,

/„(£), • ■ -),fo(£) = i, two such matrices being combined according to Cauchy

* A list of which is given in the Journal of the Indian Mathematical Society, vol. 17 (1928),

p. 260.1 cite particularly three: University of Washington Publications in Science and Mathematics,

vol. 1, No. 1,1915; Euler algebra, these Transactions, vol. 25 (1923), pp. 135-154; Algebraic Arithme-

tic, Colloquium Publications of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 7,1927. These contain much

more in the present connection than the theory of factorable functions.
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multiplication, namely, the Cauchy product (or composite) of (/o(£), ■ • • ,

/„(£), • • •) and (g0(£), • • • , g„(£), • • •) is (h0(%), • • • , hn(Ç), ■ ■ •), where

*»({) =   EfÁOin-ÁS) (» = 0, 1, •••).
,_0

The process just recalled has the characteristic property that it leaves the

set of all generators invariant. The function generated by the Cauchy com-

posite as above of two generators is the 22-composite of the functions gen-

erated by the respective generators. In order to secure the properties A, P2 for

¿¿-composition, it is sufficient to compound the generators according to any

operation A which leaves the value of the leading term of the compounded

generator invariant and has with respect to generators the properties A, P2.

For example, instead of Cauchy composition as above we may take that in-

stance of A-composition which is defined by

(MÖgo(Ö, •■•f/.(Ög»(Ö, •■•)•

For any such A the 22-composite k of /, g is the function generated by the

A-compound of the generators of/, g. To be precise, we therefore refer to the

(A, £)-composite of/, g.

Transferring this to the present theory, we replace E by ©, and get

(A, @)-composition. The particular A above becomes here

((fo(x'), *„(*'))*, •  •  • ,   (fn(x'), gn(x'))*,      ■),

where each of /o(x'), go(x') denotes the i>-modulus (by translating a conven-

tion of Euler algebra), and x' is an arbitrary constant ß'-prime.

The abstract properties of ©-composition and (A, @)-composition of

ß'-factorable functions are identical.

58. Let K, E be any classes, and II, 2 operations such that II K, 2 E.

LetX, Y,Z, U, ■ ■ ■ denote elements of K, and E(X), E(Y), E(Z), E(U), ■ ■ ■

elements of E. The E(X), ■ ■ ■ are as yet mere marks. If K, E now are such

that: whenever K \X, there is uniquely determined an element, denoted by

¿s(X), of E\ whenever E\E(X), there is uniquely determined an element,

denoted by E~l(E(X)) or X, of K;

(X, F)n.D.(£(X),£(F))s

whenever K \X, Y, and

(E(X),E(Y))*.d.(X, F)n

whenever E |2£(X), E(Y), we say that (K, E) has (II, 2)-correspondence, and

call E(X) the (H.,^)-exponent of X.
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We shall discuss only the case of (II, S)-correspondence of (K, E) in which

(§33 for M) ZCAPiMlE. Hence, by the above definition, nCAP'MiK, and if U

is the unique 2-modulus of E, then E~l(E(U)) is the unique II modulus of K.

We choose now for K the class / of all ß-numbers of fixed order r (§15),

and take II = ß. By transference as in §23, what follows concerning (ß, 2)-

correspondence goes over at once to matric variables over (Kr) (§17) and

their exponents, the latter being defined by transference from what is next

developed.

The (ß, 2)-exponent of the arbitrary ß-number Z is now defined for a

particular S of great generality. Let

3ijcAP^K..    (i«i,...,f;/-l,2,.-.),

where the range of j is all finite integers > 0. A matrix of r rows and an in-

finity of columns in which the element in row i, column/, is an, will be de-

noted by ||a<,-||, and we need not indicate the ranges i = l, • ■ ■ ,r;j = l, • ■ • ,

where these are obvious. The S», modulus of K,j is denoted by u^, and it is

postulated that «¡,- is 2¿j-indecomposable into two elements of Kn distinct

from un. The matrix ||z<,-||, where Kn\zn, is called a ^-number, where

2 = || 2¿,j|. A 2-number ||z<,]| which is such that z,-,=««,¿ for all/>«, where «

is a finite integer >0, is said to be finite. Composition of 2-numbers is de-

fined by

dM.W)«-ll(**ftyi^ll-
Hence, by the hypotheses on 2./, the 2-composite of any finite number of

finite 2-numbers is a finite 2-number, and if E denotes the class of all finite

2-numbers,

the unique 2-modulus of E being t7 = ||w,7||.

Precisely as for ß-numbers we can now define 2-decomposition. The num-

ber of distinct solutions

(Il*i/H> l|y<i||) of (||*<j||. IMI)* = |M|i
for ||zti|| given, is postulated to be finite (compare §16). This is equivalent to

the postulate in §16 for each of 2<j Ki¡.

With / now the class of all ß-numbers of fixed order r as stated above, and

E the class of all finite 2-numbers, we postulate that each element of / has a

finite (SI, 2)-exponent, and we further postulate (ß, 2)-correspondence for

(J, E). If J \Z, the finite 2-number corresponding to Z is E(Z), and the total

ß-decomposition of degree h of Z is
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(E-i(E(Zxi)), • • • , E-i(E(Zhi))) (i = 1, • • • , /),

where

(E(Zxí), • • • , E(Zhi)) (¿ - 1, • • • , t)

is the total S-decomposition of degree h of E(Z). Thus the discussion of any

question concerning total ß-decompositions is referred directly to a similar

one concerning total S-decompositions.

In applying the last to ©-composition as in §34, some care is necessary

regarding functions of the transfer U' of the H-modulus U. If/is any element

of Fr(§21), we postulate now that/(2?-1 (22 (£/'))) shall be the<i>-modulus in the

©-compositions. Or, otherwise: we may first define f(E~1(E(Z'))) to be in

Fr(Kr) (§21) whenever the transfer Z' of Z is in (Kr), and Z^U, F \f, and

then define f(E'1(E(U'))) independently as above.*

It is now clear that the whole of §§34-57 may be re-read with S in place

of ß. There being no restrictions on Hi,-, Ki¡ beyond those implied in the

hypotheses %ifAPMxKn and the finiteness of Si,-decompositions, the possi-

bilities are again unlimited. The hypotheses can be lightened, as in §41.

Primality, coprimality and factorability can be defined for E-numbers in an

obvious manner, following §§56-57, and then be transferred directly to the

corresponding ß-numbers. Further developments in this direction belong

rather to special theories than to the abstract, and we shall not pursue them

here, as the postulates for primality are easily realizable in many ways when

all the elements of an exponent are either rational numbers or positive ra-

tional integers.

* In the instance of numerically valued functions f(nu • ■ • , nT) of positive rational integers

»i, • • • , n„ let, for example,

m^pi'npi'u ■ ■ ■ V°, • • • , nr=pi'rlPt"î ■ ■ ■ pc'rc,

where the z's are integers ^0, pi, pi, ■ • •  the primes 2, 3, • • ; in ascending order, be the prime factor

decompositions of «1, •••,»,. As one definition of the exponent of the transfer of the matric variable

(»i, • • -, nT) we may take

Zn, ■ ' • , Zi„, 1, 1, • • •

Zrl, , Zr« 1, 1, " " "

and for E¿¿ the operation of multiplication as in rational arithmetic. The H-modulus is then the matrix

of r rows and an infinity of columns in which every element is 1. The postulate provides against in-

finite values of functions whose arguments are the product of all the positive rational primes. In

Dirichlet multiplication the l's in the above exponent (after zla, • • ■ , zTC) are replaced by O's; the

Sa =ä addition as in rational arithmetic ; the E-modulus is the matrix of r rows and an infinity of columns,

all of whose elements are zero. This instance was first developed in my paper, Bulletin of the American

Mathematical Society, vol. 32 (1926), pp. 341-345. The L. C. M.-composition of von Sterneck

(Monatshefte für Mathematik, vol. 5 (1894), pp. 255-266) and D. H. Lehmer (American Journal of

Mathematics, 1931) has, for r=l, Ei/=the operation of replacing a pair of integers by the greater

of them. For further instances, see my papers cited in §§6, 56, also Annals of Mathematics, vol. 27

(1926), pp. 511-536; American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 49 (1927), pp. 489-510.
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59. When the degree r of the ß-numbers (§15) in a given context is vari-

able, numerous special properties of ©-composition arise. As the possibilities

are unlimited, we shall consider only one of the simplest: in §15, r is now vari-

able, the classes Kx, ■ ■ • , Kr, ■ ■ ■ are taken to be identical, and the opera-

tions Slx, • • ■ , Sir, ■ ■ ■ are the same. To avoid possible confusion we modify

the notation; (KT) of §17 now becomes (K).

(K) shall denote the class of all values of all matric variables of all finite

orders whose elements are in the class K.

For example, K \xx, - - - , xr. 3 .(K) \(xx, ■ ■ ■ , xr), for all finite integers

r. Elements of K will be denoted by small Latin unaccented letters, with or

without suffixes, elements of (Z) by the like accented. Thus x'= (xi, • • • ,xr),

etc.

Instead of F(Kr), Fr(Kr) of §21 we now have F(K), the class of all func-

tions of all matric variables of finite order, and V(K), the class of all values of

all functions in F(K). For any fixed r, the class £ in §21 is as there defined, and

the definition of equality, £ = f, is retained. The class of all £ is denoted by F,

which replaces Fr of §21.

Let A, 2 be any operations over F, and let F \f, g (the 2 here has no con-

nection with that in §58). The result of operating on (/, g) with A will be

written (/, g)A, as before, and the result of operating on (f, g)A (which is in F)

with 2 will be written ((/, g)A)s, or (/, g)AS. If for all/, g such that F \f, g,

A, 2 satisfy (/, g)AS = (/, g)HA, we say that A, 2 are permutable over F, and

write A2= 2A.

There is an extensive theory of operations permutable over F, but as it

belongs to the details of the abstract theory, we shall merely exhibit one per-

mutable pair ©, T, where © is the special case of the operation denoted by the

same letter in §34 which is applicable to the present situation.

We postulate the hypotheses

AAP*NK,  (*, $)CAPDV(K),

from which we shall construct © = (>?, <F), x such that

®CAPF,  T°V(K), ©Ï = T@.

The A above has no connection with that in §57.

As a detail of notation to make what follows clear, if (/, g)@ = h, we shall

indicate the value of h for the argument z' by writing (f(z'), g(z'))s = h(z'),

which accords with §22.

It is further postulated, as the equivalent here of §16, that if K |x,

the total number of matrices (xi, • • ■ , xr) such that x = (xx, ■ ■ ■ , xT)A,

K\x¡(i = l, ■ ■ ■ , r), for each finite integer r, is finite. The set of all such
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(*i, • • • , xr) is the total ¿^-decomposition of degree r of x. Order and degree

may be used interchangeably in this degenerate case.

The conjoint (x', y') of x' = (xi, • • • , x„), y' = (y1} • • • , ym) is defined as

in §20 to be (xi, • • • , x„, yi, • • • , ym). In particular the conjoint of x and y'

is (x, y'), where, by the notation already explained, x is an element of K and

hence, if preferred, the matrix (x) of one element. If F \f, the function/ for the

argument (x', y') is written/(x', y') as before.

With x', y' as just above, let

(/(*', /), g(x', y'))e = *(*', y')

for all (x', y') such that (K) \(x', y'). The order (or degree) of the conjoint

(x', y') is here n+m. To be explicit, then, the preceding equation may be

written

(f(x',y'),g(x',y'))^n,m> = h(x',y'),

where the suffix («, m) refers to (x', y') in an obvious manner. The assertion

that this equation holds for all (x', y') such that (K) |(x', y'), where the re-

spective orders of x', y' are «, m, will be written

(/, g) e(„.m) = h;

and finally, the assertion that the last holds for all («, m) such that nm > 0

and n+m is finite, will be written (/, g) =h. These details are necessary, as

we must consider operations which change the orders of the matric variables

in the functions.

If 0(„,m) has the character Q with respect to the subclass Fn+m of F which

is generated by all functions of matric variables of order n+m the values of

whose elements are in K, we write 0 %_ m) F. The assertion © %t m) F for all

(«, m) as defined is written ®QF.

From what precedes and the hypotheses, ®CAPF.

What follows will be clearer if we describe the structure of h(x', y') as

above in some detail. Write

(x', y') = z' = (zi, • • • , z„+m).

The total A-decomposition of degree 2 of z' is the class of conjoints of the

form («', v'), a typical pair u', v' being

U' = (Ul, ■ • • , Un+m),   v' = (»i, ■ • ■ , vn+m),

in which a particular pair («,-, v,) is determined as a solution of («,-, v¡)A
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=Zj(j = l, ■ ■ • ,n+m). For each conjoint (u',v') thus determined the i>-com-

posite (/(«'), />("'))* is formed; the ^-composite of all these «F-composites, for

all («', v'), is then formed. The result is h(x', y').

It is important to observe that an alternative construction is possible by

§26. This is to be emphasized, as the permutability of ©, T, established pres-

ently, may seem rather abstruse at first sight; at bottom it is precisely the

obvious result in §26. Applied here, §26 enables us to find the total A-decom-

position of degree 2 of z', assumed of order n+m, as follows. First write z' as

the conjoint (x', y'), where x' is of order « and y' of order m. Form the total

A-decomposition of degree 2 of x', and let (xi', xi") be a typical element of

this decomposition. Similarly for y' and (yi', yi"). Denote the conjoints

(xi'> yi'), (xi", yi") by Zi", Zi'i" respectively. Then the total A-decomposi-

tion of degree 2 of z' is the class of all (»</', Zi"').

To define Ï we need the intermediary operator T*'n, which operates on

any h(x', y') in which x' is of fixed order «, x is any given element of K, and

y' any given element of (K). The result of operating on h(x', y') with T^'"

is denoted by h(n)(x, y'), and is obtained as follows: for x' is substituted in

h(x', y') in turn each element of the total A-decomposition of degree « of x,

giving, say, the class h(x,',y')(i = l, ■ ■ ■ ,t); hM(x, y') is the ^-composite of

all h(xi, y')(z' = l, • ■ ■ , 0- By the hypotheses on \I>, the order of 'F-composi-

tion is immaterial. If the order of y' is m, that of (x', y') is n+m, and the

result/(n) (x, y') of operating with ÏX'B on/(x', y') is a function whose argu-

ment is of order l+m. Hence Ï/' operating on f(z'), where z' is of order r,

produces/(r)(z), where the argument is of order 1, namely z is in K. We call

T»,B the contraction of x' with respect to x. This contraction has obvious

analogies with that of tensor algebra.

By the above remarks on §26 it follows immediately that if x', y' are of

the respective orders «, m, and /, g, h are such that

(/, g)® = h,

then

(/, g)OT = (/, g) Te,

with the following interpretation :

h<-n)(x, y') = (fn)(x, y'), g^(x, y'))*(i.m)

for all y', «, m as defined and all Ï* '" for all x in K. In full, the last equation is

[(/(*', S), g(x', y'))e(n.m»K''n = Ü/(x', y')W-\ [g(x', /)]***'•>».»>.

Instances of ï occur in the case of positive integral arguments and the
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special ©-composition as in the instance by addition in §58, footnote, in the

papers of Ramanujan and Vaidyanathaswamy.*

IV. Inversion of functions

60. The hypotheses of §39 are postulated in §§60-63, in which we obtain

a complete solution of the problem of ©-inversion as stated in §23. It is

obvious that a solution without further postulates on ß, «i>, Si?, (Kr) is im-

possible. To the postulates carried over from §39 we now add the following,

in which Mx is as in §33,

Q>Mi(K),*MFr(Kr), $MFr(Kr),

where ß' is as in §42. The first hypothesis of §39 is equivalent to ß''APlN(K),

by the remark in §23. Small Latin accented letters shall be as defined in §42.

The unique ß'-modulus postulated above for (Kr) will be denoted by u',

the unique <ï>-modulus for Fr(Kr) by <j>, and the unique 'F-modulus for FT(Kr)

by «A-
An ß'-decomposition of z' of degree h in which each of the h ß'-com-

ponents is different from «', will be called proper; the set of all proper

ß'-decompositions of degree h of z' will be called the total proper ß'-decom-

position of degree h of z'.

By §§16, 23, the total proper ß'-decomposition of degree h of z', if it

exists, contains only a finite number of elements. For simplicity, although it

is not necessary, we now impose the following postulate.!

Postulate. If (Kr) \z', then there exists a finite integer X(z'), such that z'

has at least one proper ß'-decomposition of degree X(z'), and no proper

ß'-decomposition of degree >X(z').

* S. Ramanujan, Transactions of the Cambridge Philosophical Society, vol. 22(1918), p. 260

(= Collected Papers, p. 180); R. Vaidyanathaswamy, Atti del Congresso internazionale dei Mate-

matici (VI), 1928, vol. 2, pp. 105-12; these Transactions, vol. 33 (1931), pp. 579-662. In the last, the
instance cited is called convolution, and the author describes the permutability property as a dis-

tributivity. The other processes in the paper are as in the references cited in §56. In the University of

Washington publication, 1915, I also described a process which I called "ideal addition," as a com-

plement to "ideal multiplication." Neither, of course, is of the same character as in a field, for in a

field the "addition" and "multiplication" must satisfy all the postulates. It seems improper, there-

fore, to call composition "multiplication," although it satisfies the postulates of multiplication as in a

ring, in the fully developed form of the theory. For the same reason, it would seem to be advisable not

to speak of the composition in any ring or group as "multiplication." In the book on Algebraic Arith-

metic, and in earlier papers, I abandoned the process of "ideal addition" in favor of addition, which

has the required distributive properties with respect to "multiplication." Finally, in the present

paper, in the interests of complete accuracy, and to avoid any possible misunderstanding, I have

dropped the terms "addition," "multiplication" entirely, and have referred to compositions as de-

fined by their respective postulate systems, for example, <b-composition,^!-composition,,à-composition.

t In the instance of rational integers, this amounts to excluding infinity.
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If z't^u', z' has at least one proper ß' decomposition, namely z' , =z'.

Postulate. The ß' modulus u' has no proper ß'-decomposition.*

Two further postulates will be required. The first imposes an additional

property on the >F modulus ip ; the second gives "F a unique inverse over FT(KT).

Postulate. Fr(Kr) \f(z'). d . (f(z'), ^)* =^.

Postulate. If Fr(KT) \f(z'), then there exists a unique element/(z') of

F(K), called the ^-inverse oif(z'), such that (f(z'),f(z'))*=ip, and the fol-

lowing conditions with respect to $ are satisfied. If

Fr(K') I g(x'), g(y') and (f(x'), *(/))* = h(z')

(the second of which merely states that the ^-composite of (f(x'), g(y')) is

necessarily some element of Fr(Kr)), then

(/(*'), g(/))* = h(z'), (f(xf), gif))* = h(z).

Hence, if (fx(xx), ■ ■ ■ , /„(*«))* =/(z0, where/<(*/)(*-l, •••,«) are

any elements of Fr(KT), then (fx(xx), • ■ ■ ,fn(xi )) is the element/(2') or the

element/(z') of F(K) according as « is even or odd.f

In the case of functions of rational integers, a distinction between regular

and irregular numerical functions is a prerequisite to inversion. The corre-

sponding situation here is provided for by the following definition.

If Fr |/, we say that/is regular if and only if there exists a unique element,

which will be denoted by /(«'), of Fr(Kr), such that (/(«'), /(«'))* = </>•

In the numerical case of Dirichlet multiplication of functions of one in-

teger variable, /(«') is 1//(1).

To reach ©-inversion it is necessary to produce a ©-modulus 0. If

Fr(Kr) \B(z') whenever (Kr) \z', we define 0 by

6(u') = <j>,  0(z') = iA  (z' y¿ u').

From the construction of © in §34 and the hypotheses on 0 assumed at the

beginning of this section, it follows that (/, 6) —f whenever Fr \f. If there

is a second ©-modulus 6', we have (6, 6') =6, since 6' is a modulus, and

(6, d')@ = 6', since 6 is a modulus. But (0, d') is a uniquely determined ele-

ment of Fr. Hence 0' = 0, and the ©-modulus is unique.

* In the instance of rational numbers, this amounts to restricting the arguments of the functions

in the ©-inverse to be integers.

t No attempt has been made to state an independent set of postulates equivalent to the above.

If linear order be postulated for the elements of (if), ©-inversion can be reached by a shorter route.

The way followed here however has the advantage of being immediately' applicable to a Boolean

algebra or to an abelian group, for the first of which order is not significant and for the second at best

artificial. For applications to Boolean algebra, I proceed from my paper on the Arithmetic of logic,

these Transactions, vol. 29 (1927), pp. 597-611, in an obvious way.
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61. Let/ be any element of FT. If an/' exists such that Fr \f and (/, /') = 0,

the equation (J, g)e = h, where h is any given element of Fr, has a unique solu-

tion g such that Fr \g. For,

(/,g)e = h.?.((f,g)®,f')* = (*,/)*;

((/, g)e, /')e = (g, (f, /')e)e = (g, e)* = g;

g= (h,f)*,  Fr\g.

If/' is unique for/ given, g is unique, as is seen by a contradiction. If /'

is not unique, let

(/,/')* = 0 = (/,/")*, /'*/"•

(/",0)e = (/", (/,/')e)8 = ((/,/")*,/')e = (0,/')e;

(/",ö)e = (ö,/')e;    /"=/',

a contradiction. Hence/' is unique, and therefore if/' exists the problem of

©-inversion is uniquely solvable. We prove next that/' exists when and only

when/is regular. The proof consists in exhibiting the explicit form of/' as a

©-composite.

62. Let z' be any element i¿u' of (Kr), and let the total proper ß'-decom-

position of degree k of z' be (zxl, • • • , «*/)(*«•]., • ■ ■ , pk), where ¿ííX(z').

Let/ be any regular element of FT. Denote by [f(z')]k the following ^-com-

posite of pk «^-composites,

((/ten), • • • ,/(z»))*, • • •, (/(Zip»), • • •, /tel,*))*)*;

form the «^-composite of [/(z')]i and k components /(«'), namely

([/te')k (/(«'))*•)*,
and denote the result by {/(z')} i. Write X(z') =«,

/'(z')-({/(z')}i,---,{/(z')}„)*.

Define/'(«') by/'(«') =/(«'). Then/' is the required ©-inverse of/, namely

(/,/') =0. Regularity of/ is necessary in order that/' shall exist; otherwise,

/'(«') does not exist.

That /' is indeed the required inverse can be easily verified by direct

calculation of the value of (J, f')s for the argument z'. Such a calculation is

however unnecessary, as we see that (/, /')e = d directly by the method of

§48 applied to the theorem of inversion for numerical functions of positive

rational integers proved in a former paper.* The inversion in that paper and

the ©-inversion here are abstractly identical.

* Tôhoku Mathematical Journal, vol. 17 (1920), pp. 221-225.
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63. We can now remove the exception in §56 regarding reciprocals. It is

sufficient to combine the hypotheses of §§56, 60 in order to establish complete

simple isomorphism between the present theory and that of the papers cited

in §56. By means of this isomorphism the entire theory previously constructed

can be read in terms of the present by a simple reinterpretation of the nota-

tion.

64. It was repeatedly remarked in my papers already cited that the ele-

ments and operations were abstract, that is, any marks satisfying the postu-

lates. The present paper is, from one point of view, merely an elaboration of

that remark. Abstractly, the present theory is identical with my former

theory in its simplest form (Euler algebra, as I finally called it, for functions

of one variable). The variable there was general, unrestricted beyond the

postulates explicitly stated. The abstract point of view has the obvious ad-

vantage that inessential details, due to a particular instance, do not obscure

the elementary simplicity of the processes involved. It has the disadvantage

that an instance may at first sight appear to be a generalization. For ex-

ample, my extension to functions of r variables* is not a generalization of

Euler algebra as developed in the papers cited, but is an instance of that

algebra in which the general variable is restricted to be matric of order r. The

content of the present theory is precisely that of Euler algebra. An instance

of this theory can be read as an instance of Euler algebra, by a mere reinter-

pretation of the notation. If factorability be left out of account, a yet more

elementary conclusion emerges: the content of the theory of outer composi-

tion (§54) is identical with that of the formal addition and multiplication of

either power series or Dirichlet series in one variable. If factorability in any

form be included, the theory (inner composition, §54) is what it was plus the

fundamental theorem of arithmetic.

To generalize, and so reach theories which include Euler algebra or its

sub-varieties (algebras C, D of previous papers), it is necessary and sufficient

to replace the double (ty, 4>)-ovum in §34, from which © was constructed, by

any variety of which a double (F, $)-ovum is an instance. As remarked in

§13, many such are already known to exist. Those in the literature may be

found in the numerous papers of B. A. Bernstein, L. E. Dickson, E. V. Hunt-

ington and W. A. Hurwitz on postulate systems, that have appeared in

American mathematical periodicals of the past 30 years.

* Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, cited §58, footnote.
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